Tuesday 30th June 2020
Good morning Class 1!
We hope you have had a lovely day
yesterday and that you enjoyed your
home learning. We really loved listening to
your favourite stories.
Before you start your home learning tasks
below, could you write down 2 reasons why it is your favourite book?
Here are Islay’s reasons for her book ‘The Three Bears’
1. I like bears.
2. It is funny when the porridge falls on her head.
As always, we are looking forward to seeing or
hearing about what you do.
Below, are some more fun and exciting activities
for you to enjoy at home today.
Have a fabulous day,
Mrs Potter and Miss Starrs.
Warm up your brains this morning by singing the 3D shapes song, listen
carefully, you will need this later.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/n2tM

Subject

Task:

Literacy

Thank you for all the amazing poetry recitals you sent us yesterday. You are
doing so well Year 1. I think we might need to order lots of poetry badges ready
for September.
Today, we would like you to answer as many questions as you can about
yesterday’s poem.
The questions are under each poem. They look like this:

Your poems are also attached to your home learning page for today.
Numeracy

Last night, Sainsburys delivered our online shopping. Before I put it away, I like
to check that nothing is missing. Whilst I was doing this I noticed that my
shopping contained lots and lots of 3D shapes. So, I took a picture of it.

Can you write down how many 3D shapes you can see.
Fancy a challenge?
Solve the riddles below.

Phonics

Read my short story below, how many ‘ow’ and ‘ou’ words can you find? Write them
down, splitting them into two groups.

Farmer Brown has a cow.
His cow was very loud.
He could hear it from his house.
It would moo for an hour.

Farmer brown got off his couch.
He went outside to shout. “How can you be so loud?”.
Reading

Read the story above again, then answer as many questions as you can.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What was the problem with the cow?
What did Farmer Brown say to the cow?
How do you think Farmer Brown feels?
How do you think the cow feels?

Topic: Art

Today, we are going to practise our drawing skills.
First, you will need to choose a drawing tool, this could be a pencil, pen, or
crayon (nothing too chunky).
Now, choose one of the patterns below, and see if you can duplicate it.
Duplicate means copy.
They are very intricate designs, so take your time.
The best duplicate will receive 5 dojos!
Remember, you can do as many as you want.

Fun Fact:
Did you know drawing helps you relax, improves concentration and helps
you become a better writer?

Phonics: Phase 2-5 sounds

Reading:

Literacy: Poem answers:

What is a sixpence?
An old coin worth six pennies.
What is rye?
A grain we use to bake with.

How many blackbirds were baked into the pie?
24.
What is a parlour?
A downstairs room often used to relax.
Which word rhymes with money?
Honey.

Phonics/Reading answers:

ow: cow brown
ou: loud house hour couch outside shout loud
1.
2.
3.
4.

What was the problem with the cow? He was loud.
What did Farmer Brown say to the cow? “How can you be so loud?”.
How do you think Farmer Brown feels? Annoyed because it is too loud.
How do you think the cow feels? Upset because he is being shouted at.

Maths challenge answers:

pyramid

cone

